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Abstract—In this paper we consider the problem of joint
coalition formation and bandwidth allocation in cognitive radio
networks. We assume that the secondary links will be partitioned
into disjoint coalitions, by which the available spectrum will
be reused. On the other hand, we assume that the members
of each coalition will transmit over orthogonal sub-bands with
the available spectrum being optimally allocated among them.
We formulate the problem as a coordinated coalition formation
game where the optimization is held at a secondary coordinator
(SC) that has all the required channel information. Given these
assumptions, we use a closed form expression of the optimal
bandwidth allocation for any given network partition, and we
propose an algorithm to reach a Nash-stable partition (coalition
structure), with the objective of maximizing the network through-
put. Performance analysis shows that the proposed coalition
formation algorithm with optimal bandwidth allocation provides
a substantial gain in the network throughput over existing
coalition formation techniques as well as the simple cases of
singleton and grand coalition.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio, Rate maximization, Coalition
Formation, Nash-stable partition, Optimal bandwidth allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) based on dynamic spec-
trum access has emerged as a promising technology to meet
the insatiable demand for radio spectrum by the emerging
wireless applications [1]. The practical implementation of
CRNs is facing many challenges and conflicting requirements
such as primary user (PU) protection and secondary user
(SU) rate maximization [2]. While the last decade of research
activities has focused on enhancing spectrum sensing (SS)
performance [3], or more recently on jointly optimizing the
spectrum sensing and spectrum access parameters [4], [5]
as a means of improving the secondary network throughput,
their scope has proven to be limited after the FCC ruling [6]
which obviated the SS requirement in CRNs. As a result,
there has been a dire need to explore stand-alone efficient
spectrum access schemes in a competitive environment where
SUs do not solely rely on SS performance for their throughput
improvement.

Hence, in this paper, we propose a game-theoretic strategy
to dynamically share the available spectrum resources among
competing SUs under the assumption that available spectrum
opportunities are known a priori. Specifically, we propose to
formulate the throughput-efficient network partitioning prob-
lem as a coordinated coalition formation (CF) game with exter-

nalities and solve it with optimal bandwidth (BW) allocation.

A. Related work and Our contributions

Coalitional game-theoretic tools [7] have been explored
for performance improvement of cognitive networks from
different viewpoints [8]-[11]. However, the contribution of
this paper differs from the existing work in number of ways.
First, most of these works do not consider the overall network
performance (such as total achievable sum-rate) as the objec-
tive function. Furthermore, the role of externalities (effect of
SUs outside the coalition) in CF process is often ignored. For
instance, a generic rate allocation problem has been analyzed
in [8] as a CF game in characteristic form (without considering
the effect of externalities) with transferable utility (TU) which
allows the coalition value (coalition sum-rate) to be arbitrarily
apportioned among the coalition members. In contrast, in
this paper, we aim at maximizing the secondary network
throughput by forming disjoint coalitions such that the total
available transmission BW is made available to each coalition,
while this BW is optimally sub-divided into orthogonal bands
within each coalition. This requires us to model the CF game
in a partition form since the payoff (transmission rate) of
each coalition member is affected by the interference from
simultaneous transmissions of members of different coalitions
over the same frequency band. Moreover, the proposed game
has non-transferable utility (NTU), since the optimal BW
allocation restricts the distribution of the coalition value among
the coalition members.

The coalitional games in partition form were recently inves-
tigated in [9], [10]. The authors in [9] considered the model in
which coalition members shared the available BW according
to their channel gain ratios, while in [10], sensing and access
problems were jointly modeled where the competing SUs
shared the spectrum in chunks of pre-fixed/slotted BW (as
defined by PU channels). Also in [11], the available spectrum
for the secondary communications is equally divided among
the SUs. It is evident that these are not optimal BW allocation
approaches from network rate perspective.

Furthermore, since distributed CF approaches suffer from
prohibitively large information exchange [12] among the play-
ers proposing to form a coalition and sharing local channel
state information (CSI), we address this problem here by
considering a coordinated CF approach. The coordinated CF
scheme devises a master controller node in the secondary
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network known as secondary coordinator (SC). Since our
objective is to optimize the overall network performance, the
proposed CF algorithm is designed to be executed centrally
at the SC, which would otherwise yield CF to be practically
un-realizable specifically for time limited, power limited, and
control channel BW limited networks.

Therefore, our contribution on throughput-efficient spectrum
sharing is fundamentally different from the existing work from
two perspectives: (1) In comparison to conventional approach
where the available spectrum resources are shared in terms of
channels of pre-fixed and equal BW, we propose a continuous
BW allocation among the coalition members and provide a
closed form expression of rate optimal BW allocation. (2)
We propose an efficient coordinated CF algorithm for the
secondary network throughput maximization by considering
a CF game with externalities and NTU, and analytically prove
that the proposed algorithm would converge to a throughput-
efficient Nash-stable network partition.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
introduces the network model and identifies the two avenues
we explored to enhance the rate of cognitive radio networks.
The optimal BW allocation for a given network partition is
presented in Section III while the algorithmic details of CF
process to reach a rate-maximizing Nash-stable partition are
discussed in Section IV. Performance analysis of the proposed
algorithm is provided in Section V and finally the paper is
concluded in Section VI.

II. NETWORK MODEL

We consider a cognitive radio network with N secondary
links (secondary transmitter-receiver (ST-SR) pairs), and a
centrally located secondary coordinator (SC) node that is
assumed to have CSI between all the secondary transmitters
and secondary receivers. The role of the SC node is only
to manage the coalition formation and the BW allocation
between the different secondary links. We assume that the total
available BW for secondary access is W Hz, and we assume
that the channel between any of the secondary transmitters and
any of the secondary receivers over this BW follows a quasi-
static flat fading model. A representative network model with
a centrally located SC and randomly distributed ST-SR pairs in
its coverage area, forming a representative network partition,
is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The throughput-efficient network partitioning problem is
addressed from two perspectives. First, we propose frequency
reuse of the available BW by partitioning the N links into a
set of coalitions such that each coalition will be using the total
available BW. Such partitioning would, on one hand, have the
potential to increase the network rate because of reusing the
BW, but would on the other hand cause interference between
the different coalitions. Therefore, the choice of the partition-
ing structure would substantially affect the total achievable
network rate, and hence in this paper we propose a CF
algorithm that can be used to reach the Nash-stable network
partition. Second, since each coalition in the network partition
will be using the total available BW (W Hz), we propose

Fig. 1. A representative network model with SC and ST-SR pairs.

to optimally allocate this BW among the coalition members
based on the available CSI with the objective of maximizing
the total network throughput. It is important to highlight here
that the two problems discussed above are coupled, which
means that none of them can be solved without solving the
other. This is because we can not form the coalitions without
knowing the optimal rate of each coalition, and at the same
time the optimal rate of each coalition depends on which
players are inside this coalition and which ones are outside
it. This makes the problem hard but interesting. We start our
analysis by solving the optimal BW allocation problem for a
given network partition, and then we discuss how to exploit
this optimal bandwidth allocation in the proposed coalition
formation algorithm.

III. OPTIMAL BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION

In this section we discuss the optimal bandwidth allocation
among the members of a coalition for a given network parti-
tion. Let the network partition at a certain time instant consists
of |Π| disjoint coalitions, i.e. Π =

{
S1, S2, ..., S|Π|

}
. In the

system model under consideration, each of the |Π| coalitions
will use the total available bandwidth W . Consider Coali-
tion Sk ∈ Π, with |Sk| representing the number of members
(links) in Sk. We will use mk

i to refer to Member (Link) i of
Coalition Sk while P k

i will represent the transmission power
of this member. Each member mk

i of Sk will be allocated
a fraction µk

i of the total bandwidth, where
∑|Sk|

i=1 µk
i = 1.

The total interference power affecting the bandwidth W being
used by Coalition Sk is the sum of all received power from all
members in all other coalitions. For simplicity of the analysis,
we approximate the interference affecting the band µk

iW being
used by Member mk

i to be the average interference affecting
this band which is a fraction µk

i of the total interference power
affecting the total bandwidth at the receiver of Link mk

i , i.e.,

Īki = µk
i

∑
l ̸=k

|Sl|∑
j=1

P l
j |hlk

ji |2

= µk
i I

k
i (1)



where hlk
ji is the channel between the transmitter of Link j in

Coalition Sl and the receiver of Link i in Coalition Sk, and
hence the total rate of Coalition Sk can be written as

RSk =

|Sk|∑
i=1

RSk
i =

|Sk|∑
i=1

µk
iW log

(
1 +

P k
i |hkk

ii |2

µk
i (N0W + Iki )

)
.

(2)
In order to maximize the rate achieved by this coalition, the
problem can be formulated as

max
µk
i

|Sk|∑
i=1

µk
iW log(1 +

P k
i |hkk

ii |2

µk
i (N0W + Iki )

),

subject to
|Sk|∑
i=1

µk
i = 1 and 0 ≤ µk

i ≤ 1.

(3)

It can be shown that this problem is concave, and hence
the globally optimal solution is guaranteed to be obtained
numerically. However, here we provide a closed form for the
optimal solution as following:
The objective function of (3) can be written as

W

|Sk|∑
i=1

µk
i log(1 +

xk
i

µk
i

), (4)

where xk
i =

Pk
i |hkk

ii |2

N0W+Ik
i

. Since the log function is concave, and

since
∑|Sk|

i=1 µk
i = 1 and 0 ≤ µk

i ≤ 1, then the objective
function can be upper bounded by

W

|Sk|∑
i=1

µk
i log(1 +

xk
i

µk
i

) 6 W log(1 +

|Sk|∑
i=1

µk
i

xk
i

µk
i

),

= W log(1 +

|Sk|∑
i=1

xk
i ). (5)

It can be shown that this upper bound can be achieved by
choosing

µk
i,opt =

xk
i∑|Sk|

m=1 x
k
m

, (6)

Hence, the closed form expression of optimal rate RSk
i,opt for

any i ∈ Sk is given by:

RSk
i,opt = µk

i,optW log

1 +

|Sk|∑
m=1

xk
m

 . (7)

IV. COORDINATED COALITION FORMATION

In the previous section, we derived a closed form expres-
sions of the rate optimal BW allocation among coalition mem-
bers under the assumption that a network partition is known
apriori. In this section, we address the problem of finding a
Nash-stable partition by answering the key question: In order
to maximize the network throughput, should a player act in
a non-cooperative manner and utilize the total available W
Hz or make a coalition with other player(s) and divide W Hz
among the coalition members? It is important to highlight that
a non-cooperative approach (singleton coalitions: coalitions

consisting of one player only) offers a total bandwidth of
W Hz to each player and provides maximum spectrum re-
use in the network at the cost of high interference among
all the players. On the other hand, grand coalition avoids
the interference by dividing the available BW among all
players with no spectrum re-use. For the considered throughput
maximization problem, a balance needs to be maintained
between interference avoidance and spectrum re-use, and the
optimal network partition might neither be singleton nor grand
[12]. However, finding an optimal network partition was shown
to be NP-complete [13], as the number of possible partitions
(given by Bell number BN [14]) grows exponentially with the
number of communication links, N , in the network. Hence,
there is a need to develop algorithms to organize links into
non-overlapping coalitions that are at least stable, if not
optimal. Further, since we aim at improving upon the overall
system performance in the form of network rate, the stable
partition search is assumed to be executed centrally at SC
node by playing a coordinated coalition formation game.

A. Game formulation:

We model the problem of finding a throughput-efficient
Nash-stable network partition, as a CF game in partition form
with non-transferable utility (NTU), defined as follows [7]:

Definition 1: A CF game in partition form with NTU is
specified by a pair (N ,V), where N is the set of players, and
V is a mapping such that for every partition Π ∈ P , where P
is the set of all possible partitions of N , and every coalition
Sk ⊆ N , Sk ∈ Π, V(Sk,Π) assigns a set of |Sk|-dimensional
vectors, representing the possible payoffs that the players in
Sk can achieve when the partition Π is in place. Formally,
V(Sk,Π) is a closed, convex subset of R|Sk|.

In the proposed CF game, the N secondary links act as the
players of the game constituting the set N = {1, 2, ..., N}.
For any coalition Sk ⊆ N , Sk ∈ Π, V(Sk,Π) contains only
a single vector v(Sk,Π) ∈ R|Sk| where each element vi ∈
v(Sk,Π) represents the payoff of player i ∈ Sk and is given
by its respective rate RSk

i,opt as:

V(Sk,Π) =
{
v(Sk,Π) ∈ R|Sk|| vi(Sk,Π) = RSk

i,opt

}
(8)

where, RSk
i,opt is given by (7). Since the value of any coalition

Sk cannot be arbitrarily divided among the coalition members,
the proposed CF game has a non-transferable utility. Further-
more, the CF game is in partition form since the payoff of
every player i ∈ Sk; RSk

i,opt, depends not only on the players
in Sk but also on the players in N\Sk which interfere with
i ∈ Sk.

In the next subsection, we describe the proposed algorithm
to reach a Nash-stable network partition.

B. CF algorithm:

Let the current network partition be Π =
{
S1, S2, ..., S|Π|

}
.

The sum of total rates of all (|Π|) coalitions under the partition
Π; i.e. ℜΠ =

∑|Π|
k=1 RSk , where RSk is the total rate of

Coalition Sk and is defined in (2), represents the network rate



TABLE I
CF ALGORITHM DESIGNED FOR NETWORK RATE BASED SWITCH RULE

Algorithm: CF algorithm is executed centrally at SC node where, in
each round, the algorithm goes sequentially over all players i ∈ N .

Initialization:
Initial partition: Πinit = {{1} , {2} , ..., {N}}. Initial rate: ℜΠinit .
The two phases of proposed CF algorithm:

Phase 1: Starting from current partition Π (at the beginning of
all time, Π = Πinit) and based on action space Ai of player i, the
algorithm iterates over all players i ∈ N to find a set of all partitions
PΠ reachable from Π via one switch operation by any of the players.

Phase 2: Π∗ ∈ PΠ giving the maximum network rate is identified
and the transition Π → Π∗ is made provided ℜΠ∗

> ℜΠ.
The algorithm converges to a throughput-efficient, stable, final
network partition Πf , if, after iterating over all the players i ∈ N ,
no transition is made; i.e. every player prefers to stay in its current
coalition.

when partition Π is in place. Hence, the achievable throughput
by the cognitive radio network strongly depends on how the
secondary links are organized into coalitions.

The proposed CF algorithm is summarized in Table I.
We initialize the algorithm with a non-cooperative setup
(exploiting full frequency re-use) where the initial network
partition Πinit is composed of N singleton coalitions as:
Πinit = {{1} , {2} , ..., {N}} and ℜΠinit is calculated as the
initial network rate. The algorithm consists of two phases and
goes sequentially, in a round robin fashion, over all players
i ∈ N to examine which action, a player can take to improve
the total network rate. The action space of player i is defined
as: Ai = {stay, switch} ∀ i ∈ N . Hence, a player i can stay
in its current coalition with associated partition Π or it may
decide to switch to another coalition (which might even be
an empty coalition ϕ, which means that a player may decide
to leave and act as a singleton) leading to a new network
partition Π́. In this way, the proposed switch operation updates
the partition structure by either keeping the same number of
coalitions in the network partition or increasing/decreasing
the number of coalitions by only 1, and hence, provides a
mechanism to make a transition from one network partition
to another. It is important to point out here that, unlike
existing CF algorithms, [5], [10], wherein a player i ∈ Sk

arbitrarily selects a coalition Sl to investigate the possibility
of performing a switch operation and it actually leaves its
current coalition Sk to join Sl if a pre-defined switch rule is
satisfied, we propose a two-phase CF algorithm that examines
all switch/stay possibilities of all the players, at each CF round,
before performing the action that would maximize the network
throughput in this round. In phase one, we identify, at each
CF round, all the feasible partitions PΠ, which can be reached
from Π via only one switch operation by any one player in the
network. In phase two, the network partition Π∗ ∈ PΠ giving
the maximum network rate is identified and the transition from
partition Π to the new partition Π∗ is executed only if the
network throughput achieved under partition Π∗; i.e., ℜΠ∗

, is
more than the current network rate ℜΠ, otherwise, the current
network partition Π is maintained. Formally the transition rule

is defined as:
Definition 2: Given the network partition Π ={
S1, S2, ..., S|Π|

}
of N , a player i ∈ N decides to switch

from its current coalition Sk ∈ Π to join another coalition
Sl ∈ Π ∪ ϕ for l ̸= k, hence forming Π∗ = {Π\{Sk, Sl}} ∪
{Sk\{i}} ∪ {Sl ∪ {i}} where Π∗ ∈ PΠ, according to the
following switch/transition rule:

Π → Π∗ ⇐⇒ ℜΠ∗
> ℜΠ́ ∀ Π́ ∈ PΠ and Π́ ̸= Π∗ (9)

Each round of the proposed CF algorithm concludes with a
single (best possible) switch/stay operation.

Remark 1: The algorithm reaches a stable throughput-
efficient network partition Πf , if, after iterating over all the
players i ∈ N , no transition is made; i.e. each player prefers
to stay in its current coalition.

Remark 2: The proposed CF algorithm is repeated periodi-
cally throughout the network operation to handle environmen-
tal changes such as mobility or joining/leaving of players.

C. Convergence, throughput efficiency and stability of final
network partition:

For any current network partition Π, the proposed switch
rule ensures that in each round of the CF algorithm, the
switch operation compares all possible partitions in PΠ and, if
executed, always results in a new network partition Π∗ ∈ PΠ

with increased network throughput (see Equation 9). This
guarantees oscillation avoidance, which means that the CF
algorithm cannot go back to an already visited network
partition. Furthermore, for finite number of secondary links
N , the number of possible partitions is also countably finite
(given by Bell number BN [14]), which guarantees that the
CF algorithm always converges to a stable throughput-efficient
network partition Πf after finite number of rounds/iterations.
The throughput efficiency of this resulting network partition
Πf is evident from the fact that the network throughput is
increased in each round of the CF algorithm after every switch
operation. As a result, the proposed algorithm converges to
a final network partition Πf which offers the throughput
that cannot be further increased by making transition to any
partition that belongs to PΠf

, and hence partition Πf is a
Nash-stable partition defined as follows:

Definition 3: A partition Π =
{
S1, S2, ..., S|Π|

}
∀ i ∈ N

with a rate ℜΠ is said to be Nash-stable if there does not exist
any partition Π∗ ∈ PΠ such that ℜΠ∗

> ℜΠ.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed
CF algorithm by comparing the average network rate (bits/sec)
with two benchmark network partitions: (1) Non-cooperative
solution comprising of all singleton coalitions and (2) Fully
cooperative solution resulting in a single grand coalition.
We assume that the total available bandwidth W for the
secondary access is 5 MHz. All the channels are assumed
to follow a quasi-static Rayleigh flat fading model, and hence
the received signal power, interference power and signal to
noise ratio (SNR) are exponentially distributed, and the results



are averaged over 100, 000 channel realizations. The transmit
power Pi and noise power spectral density (N0) are normalized
to 1, and their effects are included in the channel coefficients.
We assume the mean of the interference power among the
neighboring links to be uniformly distributed between 0 dB
and 10 dB while comparatively much lower interference, with
means uniformly distributed between −10 dB and −5 dB, is
assumed to be originating from far away links.

A. Average network throughput comparison with slotted BW
allocation and distributed CF approaches

Fig. 2 highlights the average network throughput improve-
ment offered by the proposed CF algorithm with optimal
BW allocation over the cases of always singleton/grand in
addition to two schemes popularly used in literature: (1)
when the spectrum is shared among competing players in the
form of channels of pre-fixed BW (slotted channels) [4], and
(2) when CF is based on the selfish preferences of players
[5] and [10]. It is worth noting that [4], [5] and [10] all
consider the joint optimization of sensing time and secondary
transmission rate, and hence their results cannot be compared
directly to ours. However, Fig. 2 shows the average network
throughput improvement offered by the proposed CF algorithm
over slotted BW allocation and over selfish CF approaches
applied to our network model. The two selfish CF algorithms
compared are: (1) self-no-no as proposed in [5] where the
switch rule can be viewed as a selfish decision made by a
player to move from its current coalition to a new coalition,
regardless of the effect of its move on other players and
(2) self-indv-no as given in [10] where a player decides to
switch to a new coalition if it can strictly improve its own
rate, without decreasing the rate of any member of the new
coalition.

Our results indicate that at very low/high average direct
link SNR values, the proposed CF algorithm converges to
grand/singleton structure, respectively, while for moderate
SNR values (0 dB < SNR < 15 dB), it provides a
substantial network rate gain over always singleton/grand
structure. For example, at SNR = 5 dB, the proposed CF
algorithm offers 42.5% more network rate as compared to
always singleton/grand structure. Furthermore, the proposed
CF algorithm provides 15% throughput improvement when
compared with selfish CF algorithms (self-no-no and self-
indv-no) with optimal BW allocation and 10.5% throughput
improvement over using slotted BW allocation in the proposed
CF algorithm. Additionally, as the average direct link SNR
increases above 10 dB, selfish CF based on self-no-no switch
rule starts to diverge from the expected final network partition
with all singleton Coalitions resulting in much lower network
throughput.

B. Effect of number of links on average network throughput

Fig. 3 shows the average network throughput improvement
by employing the proposed joint CF and optimal BW alloca-
tion algorithm for various network sizes operating at average
direct link SNR = 5 dB. These results indicate that the gain
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Fig. 3. Average network rate improvement by using joint CF + BW allocation
algorithm for different network sizes with average direct link SNR = 5 dB.

in the network average throughput, offered by the proposed
algorithm, increases as the network size increases. Further-
more, Fig. 3 quantifies separately the gains achieved by the
proposed CF algorithm and by the optimal BW allocation. Our
results show that for N = 10 links, the proposed CF algorithm
with equal BW allocation offers 32.8% more average network
throughput, as compared to the always singleton case, which
is further increased by 9.7%, reaching up to 42.5% when the
optimal bandwidth allocation is employed.

C. Convergence speed and computational complexity

The proposed CF algorithm exploits the computational ca-
pabilities of the SC to converge to a final Nash-stable network
partition. The actual convergence speed strongly depends on
the initial network partition Πinit and average direct link
SNR. The left axis of Fig. 4 depicts the convergence speed
in terms of CF rounds for N = 10 links when the proposed
CF algorithm is initialized in a singleton/grand state and
operated over a wide range of average direct link SNR. For
very low direct link SNRs, most of the links experience high
interference and hence starting from singleton/grand, prefer to
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Fig. 4. Average convergence speed (number of CF rounds) and average
number of network rate comparisons made to reach a Nash-stable partition.

reach a grand coalition. Since each CF round incorporates one
switch action, starting from singleton, N links require N − 1
switch operations to reach a grand coalition, while starting
from a grand coalition, all the N links prefer to stay in a grand
coalition. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that at SNR = −5 dB,
starting from singleton requires an average number of rounds
that is slightly greater than N − 1 = 9 to converge, while
starting from a grand coalition requires an average number
of rounds that is slightly more than 1 to converge. This
reflects that at an average direct link SNR = −5 dB,
for certain realistic channel realizations, grand coalition does
not emerge as the throughput-efficient network partition. On
the other hand, as the average direct link SNR is increased
(relative to the interference), it is expected that the links
would tend to operate as singleton. Therefore, the number of
CF rounds required to reach a Nash-stable network partition
decrease/increase with improving average direct link SNR, for
the cases of starting from singleton/grand, respectively.

The algorithm complexity in terms of total network rate
comparisons, made before converging to a Nash-stable net-
work partition, is depicted through the right axis of Fig. 4. In
a given CF round, the maximum number of rate comparisons is
N(N−1)/2 which occurs when the current network partitions
comprises of all singleton coalitions, which gives a worst
case complexity of O(N2). However, as coalitions start to
form, this complexity becomes smaller. On the other hand,
the minimum rate comparisons are N which occurs when the
current partition is a grand coalition leading to the best case
complexity of O(N). Therefore, the complexity in terms of
rate comparisons made during a CF round lie between the
two extremes. This is evident from Fig. 4 which shows that
algorithm complexity, in terms of number of network rate
comparisons, is proportional to the number of CF rounds,
where the average number of rate comparisons per CF round
varies between [10, 40].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we applied coalitional game theoretic frame-
work to spectrum sharing problem in cognitive radio networks
and studied the effect of network size and average direct
link SNR on achievable network rate. We formulated the
throughput-efficient network partitioning problem as a coordi-
nated CF game and proposed an algorithm to organize commu-
nication links into Nash-stable, throughput-efficient network
partition while maintaining the crucial balance between in-
terference avoidance and spectrum re-use. We showed that
the throughput-efficient network partition converges to a grand
coalition in an interference rich environment when the average
direct link SNR is very low, while for high average direct link
SNR values, the network contains only singleton coalitions.
Further, we showed that at moderate SNR values, significant
network rate improvement over grand/singleton coalitions is
achieved through the proposed CF algorithm which can be
further enhanced through an optimal BW allocation for which
the closed form expression has also been derived.
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